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The Angry Masturbator Speaks By Nina Robins
The awkward thing is buying dildos at Spencer’s
if you were curious.
Dildos in the back, kids shopping in the front.
So you sneak to the sex section like it’s no big deal.
We all do it. Don’t pretend you haven’t.
Cheap things, break a month in.
Bed end table refurbished, vibrator graveyard.
If you confide this to the cashier,
vibrator hidden in your fist,
quietly agreeing to overpriced batteries,
they dub you Angry Masturbator.
You, destroyer of eggs,
pocket rockets.
War on batteries.
Amazon woman.
Not angry masturbator,
you whisper in your room
alone with the toys,
husband downstairs.
Warrior woman.
Amazonian.
As if they don’t know
they break so easily
to keep you cumming back
for more.

Nina Belen Robins is a poet and supermarket employed. She is a fervent masturbator and
thinks you should be too. You can find her at ninabelenrobins.com.

Untitled 110 by Barry Johnson
Barry Johnson is a creative living in Seattle who produces visual art, films, installations and
sculptures. His work has been displayed across the U.S. and worldwide, focusing on what's
taking place in his personal life and around the world. He also authored and illustrated a book,
Oh What Wonderful Hair. This is his second publication with Buck off Magazine.

First Date Deceptions By John Muth
She walks into the bookstore
and I see her before she sees me
watch her cautious stride,
the way she looks around.
Her online pictures were deceptive:
an angular pose hid the width of her hips
bright lighting,
a turn of the head
masked the patterning of acne scars,
the hook of her nose.
Disappointment
like the scratch of a hemp noose
gives way to a tightening.
A trap door opens under my feet
as I reveal myself:
a hidden child who can no longer
evade his kidnapper.
Her smile reveals a double incisor
when I ask her name knowingly,
pressing gently for a hug.
My nose hairs struggle to filter
the baby powder cloud
rising from her skin.
My sister will call me in 57 minutes,
tell me of an emergency
demanding my attention.
I am almost certain
we’ll be taking “Uncle Clark” off life support
before the evening is over.

John David Muth is a resident of central New Jersey. He has been an academic advisor at Rutgers
University for eighteen years. In his spare time, he enjoys hiking, road trips, and volunteering for
environmental causes. His latest collection of poetry, Odysseus in Absaroka, was recently published
by Aldrich Press and is available on Amazon, https://www.amazon.com/Odysseus-Absaroka-JohnDavid-Muth/dp/1947465686.

Spaceman by Tim Panagos
Tim Panagos is a multimedia artist working in the Pacific Northwest. His work has been
featured on magazine covers, print ads, and logos. He’s worked with companies on character
design to landscape design and has been featured in several art galleries. An online sample of
his work is available at www.panagosart.com. This is his second publication with Buck off
Magazine.

Spa Day
By Nathan Haase

Keep it together, I tell myself as the faucet spits more steam into the room of nearly naked
men. Don’t let them see you sweat. Which is fucking impossible in a place like this, where everyone
is drinking cucumber water by the gallon just to keep from dying of dehydration. Trustafarians with
tattoo ridden-skin. Counterculture burnouts lost in their own limbo.
Keep it together, I remind myself as another nearly naked man enters the overcrowded room
and takes a seat next to me, his cotton-towel-covered thigh bumping against mine as he asserts
himself into the humidity. You’re not dying. Which is true, I’m not. I’m only wishing I was dead.
Praying I was dead despite being an atheist.
They say God works in mysterious ways. The same case can be made for heroin. Never
before have I felt so physically, so emotionally, so spiritually despondent as I do right now—
incarcerated in this asylum of a spa—just hours after feeling larger than life. Sentenced by the
Orange County court to one month of Hell on Earth.
And this is just day one.
10:30 AM
Yoga
By the time we completed our sun salutations, I am itching like crazy, overcome by an
insatiable rash. My skin feels sunburned and frostbitten all at once: hot flashes run up my legs and
back. Cold sweats sweep across my chest and forehead, my face puffing up like an allergic reaction.
Soon Alonzo (our instructor, a tank top-wearing ex-addict who wears his scars like Purple
Hearts, souvenirs from battles past) makes his way over to my mat and tells me to try and calm
down, to breathe deeply.
“Find your happy place,” he instructs, a ridiculous suggestion I can’t help but comply, my
mind transporting me to The Happiest Place On Earth. I think of the minimum wage-paid junkies
dressed up in sweat-stained caricature costumes, the cotton candy-eating kids posing for pictures. I
think about eating out Minnie Mouse behind the haunted house. Her enormous, four-fingered fists
wrapped around my head, my teeth entwined in ripped nylon and bunched-up bloomers.
I think about Disneyland for the rest of the session and, to my surprise, it actually seems to
help. My hot flashes subside, if only for the moment. Even the pressure in my face alleviates. That
is, until our instructor (whose shirt would betray pit stains if he were wearing sleeves) announces
that class is over, the child’s posed room sighing in reply.
Without warning the hot flashes return with a fury.
2:45 PM
Mud Bath
Bloated brown bubbles rise to the surface of the bath, bursting like overblown balloons.
Keep it together, I tell myself. It’s only mud. Nothing to be afraid of. I can feel the dirt seeping into

every pore of my irritated skin. Every crevice. Elbows and armpits. Between my little piggies. Belly
button. My butthole. It feels intrusive. Insectile.
Suddenly, my skin feels alive with larvae. For all I know, this entire tub is crawling with
termites and worms feasting on my skin and crawling up my ass to lay their eggs.
Keep it together! There aren’t any bugs in the tub. It’s all in your head! Which makes me
think of that Cranberries hit that is, somehow, now playing over the loudspeakers cued to a horde of
lifeless cannibals that bursts through the door saying, “Braaains!” Raising their decaying fists
before they rip me limb from limb.
Then, just like that, the zombies are gone along with the music by which they had been
choreographed. Now it’s just me and the mud (an elderly orderly sitting on a plastic folding chair
just outside the padded bath) and—a fly? Buzzing around the room aimlessly. Keep it together.
Keep it together! My mantra loses meaning as the fly makes its way over to the tub, attracted to the
shit-colored mud bubbling around my body all the way up to my neck.
All-too-familiar cold sweats break out across what little skin is exposed when the fly lands
on my nose. The last thing I see before I start screaming is a hallucination of my face superimposed
above Jeff Goldblum’s body as it metamorphosizes into a fly.
3:30 PM
Massage
Once the mud is washed off, I’m escorted to the spa’s east wing where strings and steel
drums echo off the cork-covered walls. From there, a straight-faced redhead of unignorable
proportions assumes custody over me and my white robe which might as well be an orange
jumpsuit.
Through a windowless lobby, down a claustrophobic corridor, Tanya (as is indicated by an
embroidered name tag on her baby blue uniform) shows me to a dimly lit room that smells like
lemongrass and eucalyptus. In the middle of the room sits a table with a bedpan-shaped headrest at
one end.
“Lie down,” she instructs in an accent that sounds both Swiss and indifferent. Without
saying a word, I comply, surprised by my reluctance. Under different circumstances I would be
more excited than a preteen discovering porn just to be touched by someone so soberingly sexy (her
scrubs are barely able to contain her tremendous breasts) but today Tanya’s fingers feel like whitehot knives. My back bucks, recoiling from her touch.
“Try to relax,” she says, stimulating my spine’s pressure points, her lubricated hands
navigating my skin like lava.
Soon the room’s aroma takes the shape of an outhouse. The eucalyptus smells like piss. The
lemongrass like shit. Eventually Tanya asks me to roll over. With more than a little unease I do as
she says, fearing that, at any second, I might lose my lunch. My head is swimming, I’m seasick,
marooned inside this pretentious porta potty.
Without permission, Tanya places two slices of freshly cut cucumber over my eyes, obols
for the afterlife. Against my sensitive skin the cucumber burns like a blowtorch.“Ow!” I scream,
slapping her hands away with my own.
“Take it easy,” Tanya tells me, grabbing my wrists with surprising strength and forcing
them to my sides. Once more she places the cucumber onto my eyes. This time I keep myself from

screaming, though I do hold my breath like a deep-sea diver, letting it out slowly as I acclimate to
the pain.
“There, that’s better, isn’t it?”
“Much,” I lie, my tongue fuzzy, scratching against my gums like steel wool. My entire body
feels like a malfunctioning machine rusting under Tanya’s acidic touch. Her fingers no longer feel
like knives but rather a snake’s fangs dripping with poisonous oils. Like one hundred hornets
having intercourse with my pores.
Time passes like molasses. Just when I think things can’t get any worse, an uncontrollable
urge strikes deep inside my large intestine. A mud bubble ready to erupt. More than thirty-eight
hours of constipation has led to this very moment. The thought makes my butt pucker.
Keep it together! Dear God, keep it together! Don’t let go. Don’t let go! DON’T—
immediate relief. Ecstasy! My bowels let go of themselves and in the blink of a mind’s eye I
envision mile-wide mudslides. Tunnels giving way to runaway trains. Meat grinders pulverizing
pounds of ground beef. Concrete mixers laying wet cement. Forty-story dams collapsing under a
lake’s polluted weight. Minnie Mouse, with her polka dot panties, exploding on my face. Her
dilated eyes locked in surprise.
I do not resist as diarrhea slides soundlessly past my thighs, dripping off the end of the table.
Vomit explodes out of my mouth, covering Tanya in a mucousy stew. Screaming, my masseuse
runs out of the room. Instinctively I turn on my side and clear my mouth of the excess puke. Then I
lie back and smile, thankful that that shit is finally out of my system.
27 Days Later
Back at it again. Needle in arm, belt where it doesn’t belong. Blackout shades drawn taut,
dwarfing all concept of time and light alike. A muffled soundtrack of street noise finds its way into
the dark room—tailgating leadfoots honking their horns, sirens of en route ambulances dissipating
into the distance.
As my mind slips into incoherence I ask myself, will I ever get clean? Can I, once and for
all, finally kick this habit? This cheek-sinking, vein-blackening addiction. Part of me wants to say
yes, that I will and I can. Yet the more realistic side knows this ridiculous story doesn’t have a
happy ending. The climax of my life might turn out to be nothing but an anti-climactic fade to
black, the ending credits of my tombstone attributing me as, simply, son.
At the zenith of my high, my memory synapses back to my time at that god-awful spa. To
the tubs of mud, the risk-free cutlery. The white robes and cotton towels taking the shapes of
emaciated men and women. To Tanya’s breasts, her knife-like fingers molesting my muscles. The
nauseating music and blinding fluorescent lights that are, at this very moment, inviting me into the
afterlife. An afterlife that I never before believed in. An afterlife that smells remarkably like
lemongrass and eucalyptus.
And shit.

Nathan Haase is a video editor at a production company in the Pacific
Northwest. With a background in graphic design and film studies, he enjoys
writing creative fiction in his spare time. Born and raised in Washington, he
currently lives in Bellingham.
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Spiral by Tim Panagos

Landfill By Caroline Misner
Gray gulls spiral like ashes in the wind;
some hover as though caught in a mirage.
What magic buoys them in such suspension?
They have been summoned by the prospect
of a meal. Where the wilderness only offers
scant leavings this time of the year,
they have found a bounty in these jagged lobes.
Mountains rise through the mist
where the front loader scattered the trash.
Bloated bellies of garbage bags have burst,
spewing the innards of our cast-offs—fruit peels,
in strips of rot, cartons half-full of sour milk,
textiles soaked in gummy water.
Rainbows spread their oily sheens in puddles
in the mud. A pink doll, fashioned from yarn
by nimble hands looking for something to do,
unravels, strand by strand, at the foot of the heap;
it could be the corpse of the child who loved it.

Caroline Misner’s work has appeared in numerous publications in the USA, Canada,
India and the UK. She is the author of the Young Adult fantasy series The Daughters of
Eldox. Her latest novel, The Spoon Asylum, was just released in May of 2018 by
Thistledown Press and has been nominated for the Governor General Award.

Untitled 109 by Barry Johnson

To The First Rain of The Year By Goutam Bose
Quench my thirst of a sweltering summer noon
After walking long in the scorching sunlight,
I've been longing for you like an arid dune
For water droplets, or a blind for eyesight;
Or like a lone climber lost in the snowstorm
Looks for the base in the darkness of the night.
Drench me all over with your soothing touch
And help me forget all the disgraces acquired
From the failures of life. I need you so much
My love, to start afresh and to be inspired.
Rain, my dear rain,
Won't you ever hear my silent wailing
And how long will you keep me waiting?

Goutam Bose is a software developer by profession and an avid reader of English
literature. His work has appeared in different journals and webzines. He is also
passionate about trekking and loves to go to the mountains whenever he can.

In Lieu of a Rose By Ben Hall
Lately, I spend my evenings
leafing through photos
of the day you married mom
and wondering.
I left a letter on your grave last week,
in lieu of a rose,
in lieu of years
of weekly phone calls or visits at Christmas.
How far I ran,
hoping that, if the distance were great enough,
I would no longer be your son.
Do you remember the time we went hiking
and you found an old plastic valentine in the woods?
You cried.
I never told you how ashamed I was of you,
my weeping father.
But last Friday I was eating dinner alone
when “We Didn’t Start the Fire” came over the radio,
and even though that song
means nothing to me,
I started crying right there, tears breaking
on the white and red checkered plastic,
shaken by some moment of inescapable clarity
that my life was not what I’d wanted it to be.
To this day, I don’t know
what it was you saw in those woods.
But I realize now
it was never mine to say,
whether there was not
something unbearably beautiful
or terrible
in faded plastic heart,
half-hidden under the leaves.

Ben Hall currently resides in Cheonan, South Korea, where he teaches English, writes,
and frequently worries that he is aging less than gracefully. His essays have appeared in
Cobalt Review and Contraposition Magazine. This is his first published poem.

Branch by Tim Panagos

Haiku #8 By DF Paul
Flower in the shade
Leans toward a ray of light.
This is survival.

DF Paul is a writer living in midwestern United States. He does not believe he is any good
at what he does, but sincerely hopes you will disagree. His published work can be found at
dfpaul.wordpress.com.

Yellow Lines By Abigail Hillrich
It’s been three months since we last created art
together – singed orange streaked across sheer brown.
You asked me what I was thinking and
I said I can’t wait to live in the city then
those boys walked by and said You two make a great couple;
you’ll be married in a year but you didn’t hear them.
I keep trying to paint over everything we
taught each other with shades of dark purple, now that it’s
all changed, but it hasn’t worked yet – not
really. You still come back, vibrant in yellows and greens.
Some days I wish I couldn’t see your framed piece
hanging next to all those other radiant memories but
I’m learning to leave our paint to dry and not keep myself
from craving the shade of gray I used to be,
learning to watch you make new art alone and not
feel the need to join. After all, we were each a part of
those strokes in some resplendent way and,
my God, in reverse it’s a masterpiece.

Abigail Hillrich is a poet and essay-writer from the Midwest. Abigail is currently working
towards her BA in Creative Writing at Greenville University. She finds change and growth
to be some of her biggest values, and thus the largest focus of her work.

Untitled 13 by Barry Johnson

Weaving Butterflies By Lexie Reese
A nymph threaded ivory chitin strands between her thumb and forefinger as
A wilted boy passed, face drooping, lost in florets of contemplation—
She unwove a handful of bluebells into fibers and began weaving
With his shadow. He shoved pale fists into pockets, quivering with
Butterfly wings in blue and ivory patterns. The nymph breathed
Shade that hung from his skin like tree sap. The boy’s hair curled
Like yellow tulips close. Pollen collected on her thicket of lashes and shone
Like autumn leaves. He was clothed in layers of dusk. Dewy
Like the growth rings that braceleted her skin. The nymph grasped melanin
From his hair. He walked beneath leaves heavy with sunlight—
To be used for molding a butterfly body. She tied off the wings and bid it fly—
Tips skimming sky. Their wings brushed his lashes. Withered—he missed it
In a shimmer. Finally, it alit on her hair, to join the others in a kaleidoscope
Like a sunset. Nymph eyes blossomed in the briars. Their irises: maps
Of everything. The nymph sighed, and a single chlorophyll tear fell from her eye.

Lexie Reese is a student at Utah State University majoring in Creative Writing and
Communicative Disorders. She loves travelling and being in nature. Her poem, "Feeding
Ducks," has been published in Red Fez.
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Joseph Benavidez is a
proud cat daddy who
enjoys taking photos,
sleeping until noon,
reading flash fiction,
and hugging Tyler
Hoechlin. In early
2018, he published his
first book of poetry,
Case W-467, which
can be found at
benavidezbooks.com.
He hopes to meet
Chris Evans before
turning 30.

S. McClory is from the
North Shore area who
enjoys writing and
complaining about the
heat in the summer,
and the cold in the
winter. When you
think about it, the
perfect jacket weather
is Fall and Spring. The
way the warm wind
blows through the
strands of your hair in
May or the refreshing
chill of September.
She is also a writer,
general B.A. and is a
horror film fanatic.

Sandy Sprague has
been working at her
local library for more
than a decade (no, she
is not a librarian).
Though she has free
access to almost any
printed or online book,
that doesn’t stop her
from adding to her
book-hoard at home.
She volunteers at the
Massachusetts Poetry
Festival in Salem, MA
every spring. Her
hobbies include
writing, crafting, and
lately collecting
handmade dragon
figures from Etsy
artists.

